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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company has 200 computers that run Windows 10. The
computers are managed by using Microsoft Intune.
Currently, Windows updates are downloaded without using

Delivery Optimization.
You need to configure the computers to use Delivery
Optimization.
What should you create in Intune?
A. an app protection policy
B. a device configuration profile
C. a device compliance policy
D. a Windows 10 update ring
Answer: B
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/delivery-optimization-w
indows

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company sales manager received a memo from the company's
financial department which stated that the company would not be
putting its software products through the same security testing
as previous years to reduce the research and development cost
by 20 percent for the upcoming year.
The memo also stated that the marketing material and service
level agreement for each product would remain unchanged. The
sales manager has reviewed the sales goals for the upcoming
year and identified an increased target across the software
products that will be affected by the financial department's
change. All software products will continue to go through new
development in the coming year. Which of the following should
the sales manager do to ensure the company stays out of
trouble?
A. Contact senior finance management and provide background
information
B. Consult the company's legal department on practices and law
C. Seek industry outreach for software practices and law
D. Discuss the issue with the software product's user groups
Answer: B
Explanation:
To ensure that the company stays out of trouble, the sales
manager should enquire about the legal ramifications of the
change by consulting with the company's legal department,
particularly as the marketing material is not being amended.
Incorrect Answers:
A: The software product's user groups would not have insight on
the legal ramifications of the change by the company, and they
might not have knowledge of the service-level agreements or any
contracts that the company has with other customers.
C: The sales manager does not have additional background
information to provide.
D: Legal information pertaining to internal operations should
be obtained from the company's legal department.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Which type of auto-configuration profile
is being configured?
A. configuration
B. port
C. universal configuration
D. VLAN
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/dfa/c
onfiguration/b-dfaconfiguration/auto-configuration.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given in a single JSP page:
&lt; %@ taglib prefix='java' uri='myTags' %&gt;
&lt; %@ taglib prefix='JAVA' uri='moreTags' %&gt;
Which two are true? (Choose two.)
A. For the tag usage &lt;java:tag1/&gt;, the tag1 must be
unique in the union of tag names in
'myTags' and 'moreTags'.
B. The URI 'myTags' must be properly mapped to a TLD file by
the web container.
C. A translation error occurs because the prefix is considered
identical by the web container.
D. The prefix 'java' is reserved.
Answer: B,D
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